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                        Town & Country

                        Pasadena

                    


                    Town & Country is a luxurious condominium, located in Pasadena, California.
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                            The thoughtful designs of website, logo, and branding exudes the charm and character of a luxurious lifestyle. Our branding concept came from the gracious living spaces and the beautiful courtyards among the many preserved magnificent oak trees.
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                    Tsang & Associates is a team of passionate legal problem solvers. For 3 generations, they’ve helped over tens of thousands people with their immigration problems.
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                            We’ve helped redesign Tsang & Associates (TA) website, logo, and construct a branding guideline. From the traditional stamp-like logo to the modern website, we’ve taken the essence of TA and present it in a bold and confident way.
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                    Miniso x Asian American Expo 2019

                


                By presenting Miniso the renderings of exhibition mockups, they’ve had their first appearance in Asian American Expo by CCYP.
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                        Miniso reached out to us and asked if we could be the vendor/suppliers to help them initiate the booth layout ideas. So we drafted a proposal with a concept in mind to let the booth attract most foot traffic and to gain more return on investment.
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                Neo Optical is an ecommerce eyeglasses company. They want their site to be filled with infographics to ease the user’s shopping experience.
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                        We’ve helped them create a style guide and color theme to their outer box, shipping container and shipping instructions. Since the customer wants to have a minimalistic look-and-feel to their brand, we use solid colors and flat designs to achieve the request.
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                Advanced Aesthetics Center is a well-established plastic surgery center located in Arcadia, CA. They wanted to rebrand themself to attract more younger generation customers. So Spiral Noton helped them with: Redesign a lovable logo, and create a unified look and message across their social media profiles.
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                Spiral Notion helped design 2 copies of flyer templates for Anthem. Our design concept is based on their needs, which is for Chinese American elders. So we’ve used icons to represent different services, and large call to action boxes to lead viewers towards the main message.
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                Salonpas is a world famous and the first and only FDA-Approved OTC topical pain relief patch. We’ve helped them design their shelf packaging, poster, and T-Shirt for night market events.
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                Yoyo Chinese is an online e-learning Chinese education company. The design assets help them establish their online and offline branding. These marketing materials are designed based on the goal of helping the students succeed in their language learning, and also promoting their brand awareness.
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                    Angels Craft USA

                


                Angels craft store is a wholesale ecommerce craft supply store. We’ve built their site based on BigCommerce, and set different tiers and levels for large quantity buyers.
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                Bull head brand is definitely the go to brand for sha-cha sauce. They are extremely famous in Taiwan. But they want more brand exposure. So we’ve partnered with Hunan TV’s famous TV show “Where Are We Going? Dad” and embed the animation that we created into their YouTube clips.
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                Moon Fest on Valley is a night marketing event that is hosted by the city of Rosemead and CMPG. Spiral Notion helped them design an attractive rabbit logo, because Moon Festival has something to do with rabbit. And so, we’ve designed other elements based on the rabbit theme.
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                RBB is a well-established business bank across the nation, they’ve decided to target younger generations by starting their social media appearance. We’ve helped them create promotional animation and flat designs to align with their business goals.
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                Lee Kum Kee 李錦記 is known for their oyster soy sauce. We’ve helped them design Chinese New Year postcards and social media branding ads. The illustration design concept for the postcard is based on the “Year of the Pig” and their famous Panda icon.
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                OneWest Bank is trying to reach Chinese Americans with their promotional offers during the Chinese New Year time. We’ve helped them design digital ads with the concept of “Year of the Dog”. The Chinese word “旺” "Wong” sounds similar to dogs bark and it actually means Prosperous.
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                AIG opened their branch at Diamond Bar, California. We’ve helped set up their grand opening ceremony, stationery and offline marketing materials. AIG has strict branding guidelines, so when we are doing their designs we have to be very cautious not to make any flaws.
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                Transit LLC. is a supply chain company that helps businesses manage their shipping and storage inventory. The UI/UX design made the app more user friendly and let users have a better user experience. The overall goal of this app is to let the user have a convenient way of accessing the storages.
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                Book design is also one of our specialties. We’ve helped publish over 6 books in the past year. The publication categories can be children’s book, illustrations story book, or institutional quote books. The books can be found on amazon.com
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                EVA Air has earned SKYTRAX 5-Star Airline certification every year since 2016 and has been voted as top 10 international airlines.
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                        We had a collaboration with CMPG’s client, EVA Airways. We’ve helped design their branding images and followed the branding guidelines. From small projects such as the bus station banner to train vinyl wraps, we’ve basically covered all the offline marketing for EVA.
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                We helped New Century BMW design their poster stands, booth layout, and promotional items. The event was held at the 626 night market.
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                    McDonalds x KCON 2016

                

                McD is having their first expo appearance at KCON in 2016. They want to increase their brand awareness and engagement rate with younger generations.
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                        We had a collaboration with CMPG’s client, McDonalds. We’ve helped design the giveaways, 3D rendering mockups, backdrops, and promotional graphics/messages. The event turned out to be extremely successful with lots of foot traffic to the booth.
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                We did a 3D rendering mockup for Taiwan Tourism. The construction layout’s design concept is based on showing different aspects of Taiwan on each wall, such as Food, Culture, and Tourism.
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                Meykey USA is a newly established winery located in Napa Valley, California. Ginseng wine is one of their specialties of winemaking.
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                        We designed their product booklet, photography, and website. The design concept for Meykey is to establish vintage look and feel on all of their elements. By doing so, we picked Trajan Pro as the primary font to set off the minimalistic of the website and booklet.
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                HoloGen is a Los Angeles based company specialized in Holographic 3D Fans.
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                        Unlike traditional forms of banners, prints or LED displays. HoloGen is carrying a new type of advertising product called Holographic 3D fans. Innovative has become their core message for customers. So based on that concept we helped them design their brand name/identity, logo, and website. The gradient on the logo symbolizes the spinning of the fan, and is combined with the letters, H and G.
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                85c Bakery is a well known bakery in Asia, and they are launching their bakery in the US. So we’ve partnered up with CMPG to help 85c increase their brand recognition by creating their digital advertising and advertise it through news websites.
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                                            Terms & Conditions

                                            1. Terms

                                            
                                                By accessing this website, you are agreeing to be bound by these website Terms and Conditions of Use, all applicable laws and regulations, and agree that you are responsible for compliance with any applicable local laws. If you do not agree with any of these terms, you are prohibited from using or accessing this site. The materials contained in this website are protected by applicable copyright and trademark law.
                                            

                                            2. Use License

                                            
                                                Material on this website may not be republished online or offline without our permission. The copyright and all intellectual property rights of the material on this site are owned by Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. and may not be reproduced without our prior consent.
                                            

                                            3. Disclaimer/Limitations

                                            
                                                Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. does not warrant or make any representations concerning the accuracy, likely results, or reliability of the use of the materials on its Internet website or otherwise relating to such materials or on any sites linked to this site. In no event will Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. be held liable for any loss or damage of information including but not limited to indirect or consequential loss or damage, loss or damage of data, or profits arising out of or in connection with the use of this website. Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. may not be held liable or responsible in any way for loss or damage that may result to you or a third party as a result of your use of our website.
                                            

                                            4. Revisions and Errata

                                            
                                                The materials appearing on Spiral Notion Interactive’s website could include technical, typographical, or photographic errors. Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. does not warrant that any of the materials on its website are accurate, complete, or current. Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. may make changes to the materials contained on its website at any time without notice. Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. does not, however, make any commitment to update the materials.
                                            

                                            5. Links

                                            
                                                Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. has not reviewed all of the sites linked to its Internet website and is not responsible for the contents of any such linked site. The inclusion of any link does not imply endorsement by Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. of the site. Use of any such linked website is at the user's own risk.
                                            

                                            6. Site Terms of Use Modifications

                                            
                                                Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. may revise these terms of use for its website at any time without notice. By using this website you are agreeing to be bound by the then current version of these Terms and Conditions of Use.
                                            

                                            7. Governing Law

                                            
                                                These legal Terms and Conditions apply for all issues regarding this website shall be governed by the laws of the United States of America and in the state of California. Any claim relating to Spiral Notion Interactive Inc.’s website shall be governed by the laws without regard to its conflict of law provisions.
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                                            Privacy Policy

                                            
                                                This Privacy Policy is intended to inform you regarding the personal information that may be collected through Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. and how we use, share, and protect that information. By using this site, you agree to this Privacy Policy, and as such we strongly encourage our visitors to reach through this content regularly to stay informed of its contents and any changes. In the following policy, “we, us, and site” are used to refer to Spiral Notion Interactive Inc.
                                            

                                            
                                                Applicability of this Privacy Policy
                                            

                                            
                                                This Privacy Policy reflects the information that is collected and shared via spiralnotion.com. For other distribution channels (email, social media, etc.) different rules may apply.
                                            

                                            
                                                Use of Information
                                            

                                            
                                                In efforts to better serve your needs, Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. collects and stores personal information that you choose to voluntarily provide through our contact forms and other means of communication in which you provide your information. The information collected may include but is not limited to your name, email address, phone number, and resume. The website may also auto-collect information to improve your user experience including your IP address, browser type, operating system, referring URLs, and actions taken on the site. This information may be used to offer you an improved user experience, to improve our site to better serve your needs, or to send periodic emails that may be relevant to your needs, respond to inquiries, questions and/or other requests.
                                            

                                            
                                                We value your information, and protect your privacy by utilizing this information only in a way that best benefits you. Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. does not rent, sell, or share personal information about you with other people or non-affiliated companies without your explicit approval outside of the following purposes:
                                            

                                            
                                                To provide products or services you’ve requested
                                                To provide the information to trusted entities who work on behalf of or with Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. under strict confidentiality agreements in order to help us communicate with you regarding relevant offers from Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. and our marketing partners. These companies do not have any independent right to further share or disseminate this information
                                                To respond to subpoenas, court orders, or legal process, or to establish or exercise our legal rights or defend against legal claims
                                                To share the information in order to investigate, prevent, or take action against any illegal activities, suspected fraud, situations involving potential threats to the physical safety of any person, or as otherwise required by law.
                                            

                                            
                                                Secured Information
                                            

                                            
                                                We adopt best industry standards for data collection, storage, processing practices and security measures to protect you against unauthorized access, alteration, disclosure or destruction of your personal information.
                                            

                                            
                                                Cookies
                                            

                                            
                                                Our site may use “cookies” to enhance and personalize your user experience. Cookies are generated by your web browser for record-keeping purposes and to track information regarding your website navigation. Permission of Cookies can be modified through your own personal settings. You may choose to set your web browser to refuse cookies, or to alert you when cookies are being sent – however doing so may limit the functionalities of the site performance. Cookies are also used for security purposes, website statistical data, pages visited, files downloaded, and user path.
                                            

                                            
                                                Links to Other Websites
                                            

                                            
                                                In order to provide additional information or services, Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. may include links to external websites. Clicking on such a link will navigate you away from Spiral Notion Interactive Inc.’s site. Other site’s privacy practices may differ from our own. We do not endorse or make any representations regarding third-party websites. When clicking off the Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. site, we strongly encourage you to visit the other site’s Privacy Policy to ensure it meets the standards of your own personal preferences.
                                            

                                            
                                                Compliance with the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act
                                            

                                            
                                                Protecting the privacy of children is important. The content of this site is not intended to attract or engage any individuals under the age of 13. For that reason, we never collect or maintain information at our site from those under the age of 13.
                                            

                                            
                                                About your Information
                                            

                                            
                                                If you choose to no longer receive email notifications from Spiral Notion Interactive Inc., you are free to unsubscribe in order to cease from receiving these types of notifications. If you have provided us with your information, you may request to update, modify or delete by contacting us.
                                            

                                            
                                                Changes to this privacy policy
                                            

                                            
                                                Spiral Notion Interactive Inc. retains the right to update this Privacy Policy at our discretion at any time. For the benefit of your open awareness and knowledge, we make every effort to notify users of policy changes. Prior versions of this policy are retained for records. We encourage our users to frequently check this page for any possible changes to stay informed on how we protect your personal information.
                                            

                                            
                                                Your Acceptance of the Terms
                                            

                                            
                                                By using this site, you signify your acceptance of this policy. If you do not agree to this policy, please do not use our site. Your continued use of the site now or following the posting of changes to this policy will be deemed as your acceptance to the site and any changes.
                                            

                                            
                                                Contacting us
                                            

                                            
                                                If you have any questions about this Privacy Policy, the practices of this site, or your dealings with this site, please contact us at:
                                            

                                            	
                                                    Spiral Notion Interactive Inc.
                                                
	
                                                    Glendora, CA 91741
                                                
	
                                                    info@spiralnotion.com
                                                
	
                                                    (323) 975-3824
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                                            Increase ROAS on your eCommerce platforms
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                                             eCommerce
                                         Digital Marketing 
                                        
                    						Situation:

                                            
                                                This electronic gadget ecommerce client was doing social media ads and google shopping ads on their own. At first they thought it was just throwing related keywords on their ads, however, the Return on Ad Spending (ROAS) is much less than what they are expecting.
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                Spiral Notion were able to increase the ad quality of our Google ads dramatically while cutting our cost per click.

                                            

                                            Task:
                                            

                                                    
	Research their potential buyers’ journey.
	Define target audiences.
	Enhance shopping experience.
	Positive/Negative Keyword lists.
	Optimizing client’s ad accounts.


                                                
                    						    Action:
                                                
                                                    We have done a lot of research on the buyer’s journey before we begin our marketing campaigns. We used 3 stages of the buyer’s journey: the awareness stage, the consideration stage, and the decision stage. The buyer's journey is the research and decision-making process a buyer goes through to become aware of, consider and evaluate, and decide to purchase a new product or service.

                                                    Then we start enhancing the shopping experience, we analyze which page has the most bounce rate and improve the UI/UX of the client's website. After analyzing the data, we get to our marketing phase. We found that the client did not have a negative keyword list, and did not refine their audiences, so we decided to build the targeted audience list from scratch.
                    						    

                        						Result:
                                                
                                                    After taking our advice on data analyzation and ad planning, our client’s ROAS has tripled in just 2 months. Soon enough, with our ad creation and placement, we managed to exceed the client’s initial sales goal by 300%.
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                                             Social Media
                                         Digital Marketing 
                                        
                                            Situation:

                                            
                                                This startup client had their business running for over one year. They want to gain more real organic followers to their social media accounts. They’ve tried several different tactics on gaining real followers, even considering buying fake followers. However, all their tactics failed, and buying fake followers does not benefit the company in any way. When we took over the client’s accounts they only had 10 followers.
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                Spiral Notion's SEO expertise has been a fantastic asset to our social media marketing strategy.

                                            

                                            Task:
                                            

                                                    
	Build up social proof
	Create high quality contents, both design and captions.
	Create social media posting guidelines, and social calendar.
	Gain more insight about the business category.
	Research related trending topics


                                                
                                                Action:
                                                
                                                    Our first step is to make sure that the account has a complete profile, so that visitors will have a basic understanding of what the account/business is about. Then we start the weekly posting on valuable contents, because we just want the account to be active and engaged with followers.
                                                

                                                Result:
                                                
                                                    The result won’t happen overnight, it is a social media journey that every business must go through. After 3 months of social media management, their followers grew from single digit followers to thousands of followers. The increase of followers leads to more social proof, sales, and brand recognition.
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                                             Social Media
                                         Digital Marketing 
                                        
                                            Situation:

                                            
                                                One of our client’s target audience is Chinese consumers in the United States, they wanted to increase their followers on the wechat subscription account and then convert them into buyers. However, they are experiencing difficulties to increase their follower counts.
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                Their team has helped us generate leads and increase our brand awareness through WeChat.

                                            

                                            Task:
                                            

                                                    
	Define audiences
	Content creation
	Partnering with KOL
	Build up followers
	Increase customer overall satisfaction rate


                                                
                                                Action:
                                                
                                                    We first have a set goal about what type of followers the client wants to have. Since the store location is in Los Angeles, they don’t need followers that are in China. So we’ve partnered with KOL in the industry that matches client’s criteria, then we started several promotional campaigns to engage users to hit that follow button.
                                                

                                                Result:
                                                
                                                    After 2 months of our marketing campaign, client’s wechat follower count has increased from 3 subscribers to 1,000+ subscribers. Not only they gained 1000+ followers, but also their lead conversion rate tripled over during this period of time. WeChat is definitely a channel for lead generation and services companies if Chinese consumers are one of your main audience groups.
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                                             eCommerce
                                         Digital Marketing 
                                        
                                            Situation:

                                            
                                                The client wants more traffic to their website, and tried many different ways of improving site loading speed. However, site loading speed is not the primary factor that affects SEO. So we’ve sorted out a list of factors that can improve businesses’ SEO ranking.
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                Thanks to Spiral Notion, we now understand the importance of SEO.

                                            

                                            Task:
                                            

                                                    
	Manage client’s multiple social media accounts with daily posting to establish social proof.
	Create an online community to enhance customer engagement.
	New marketing strategy and tactics are needed.
	Retarget existing customers.
	Ad placement on multiple platforms.


                                                
                                                Action:
                                                
                                                    We start managing the client’s digital marketing portfolio in early 2019.
                                                    Our strategy for meeting the client’s KPI covered in three categories:
                                                    
	Understand the buyer’s journey and build campaigns accordingly
	Expand to Google, Facebook advertising channels to enable growth
	Build client’s social profiles with a theme that aligns with conversion goals


                                                
                                                Result:
                                                
                                                   With a year of digital marketing services, the client’s overall revenue has increased 22%, 25% increase on return customer rate and gain additional 57% online visitors. They are extremely satisfied with the result and will continue to increase their digital marketing budget with us.
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                                             Lead Generation SEO
                                         Digital Marketing 
                                        
                                            Situation:

                                            
                                                The client has trouble improving their website ranking on search engines. They know that if they weren’t on the first search engine result page (SERP) it basically means they are not existing to their potential customers.
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                Our traffic has increased substantially as well as a increasing in the quality of our lead.

                                            

                                            Task:
                                            

                                                    
	Audit and analyze client’s website data
	Improve client’s SERP ranking.
	Find keywords and phrases
	Optimizing meta tags
	Build and establish linking


                                                
                                                Action:
                                                
                                                    We first scanned through the client's analytics data report to analyze the reason for the low search result. Then we use software to examine the backend codes to see if they are missing any or having irrelevant 
							descriptions. We also generate a list of relevant keywords and phrases to embed into their descriptions.
                                                

                                                Result:
                                                
                                                    After 3 months of SEO service with us, their ranking on alexa.com has increased from 734,000 to 27800. SEO is a long journey for every business, because every business is constantly competing to be on the first result page. In order to stay on the first result page, maintaining a monthly SEO check is required.
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                                             Lead Generation SEO
                                         Digital Marketing 
                                        
                                            Situation:

                                            
                                                The client wants more traffic to their website, and tried many different ways of improving site loading speed. However, site loading speed is not the primary factor that affects SEO. So we’ve sorted out a list of factors that can improve businesses’ SEO ranking.
                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                Spiral Notion has given us some huge SEO and PPC wins that have resulted in noticeable revenue gains.

                                            

                                            Task:
                                            

                                                    
	SSL Certificates on your website
	Mobile friendly site
	Domain age and authority
	Optimized and relative contents/keywords
	Meta tags
	Backlinks
	Social referrals
	Site loading speed
	UI/UX


                                                
                                                Action:
                                                
                                                    In order for our client’s website to gain more traffic, SEO steps are required. We break the list into several phases. Each phase requires a couple months of optimization and editing. 
                                                

                                                Result:
                                                
                                                    SEO is not just a one time thing, it needs to be consistently updated and modified. In order to be on the first search engine result page (SERP), businesses need to have regular posting on either their blogs, contents, and finding niche keywords.

                                                    Our client has decreased bounce rate and increased session duration and site visitors in 5 months. After achieving being on the first SERP, the client still wants us to manage their site’s SEO through a monthly basis, because they wouldn’t have to rely on their PPC campaigns, they will still be on the first organic result, bringing free traffic to their website.
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                                            A PPC campaign gives more control over results than organic traffic such as Search Engine Optimization (SEO). With proper Pay Per Click management and setups, your site will have the ability to compete with competitors. We will help you develop a relationship with the right audience at the right moment.

                                            
                                                
                                                We think you’re spending too much for that one click. Let us help you lower that cost.

                                            

                                            Why Choose Spiral Notion’s PPC Service?

                                            
                                            We will help the client decrease monthly ad cost, reduce cost-per-click, and increase quality scores by discovering new strategy processes and account audits. We will also provide every campaign performance with audience’s segmentation, persona data, and key phrase insights. Spiral Notion Interactive has extensive experience leveraging advertising platforms to support and improve return on content marketing efforts.
                                            

                                            Will Spiral Notion use my existing Ad account, or will you create a new account for me?

                                            
Your choice, however typically we will use your existing Google Ads account and help you optimize your budget allocated to paid search advertising.
                                            

                                            Does Spiral Notion require an annual or long-term contracts?

                                            
No, there will be a 3 months short-term contract only. We are confident you'll continue with our design and marketing services.
                                            

                                            Which platforms does Spiral Notion run ads on?

                                            
We are able to run your PPC campaign in the following platforms:
                                                
	Google
	YouTube
	Bing
	FB/IG
	Reddit
	Amazon
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                                            What is SEO and why is it important?

                                            
                                                SEO (Search engine optimization) is the process of making a web page easy to find, easy to crawl, and easy to categorize. It is about helping your potential customers find out about your business from other companies.
                                            

                                            What are some fundamental elements that are in SEO?

                                            
                                                
	Backlinks
	Relevant, Optimized Contents
	Keywords
	User Experience
	Site Speed
	Mobile-Friendly


                                            
                                            How can Spiral Notion help with your site’s SEO?

                                            
                                                To create a SEO strategy that suits your business needs. We will first conduct your target market data through analytics reports, which includes keywords analysis, links, and existing users. Then perform a mobile-friendly audit to optimize user experiences. Lastly, we will generate site links that are relevant to your site, because your site should not only perform well in one search engine.
                                            

                                            Does Spiral Notion require annual or long-term contracts?

                                            
No, there will be a 3 months short-term contract only. We are confident you'll continue with our design and marketing services.
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                                            What is social media marketing and management?

                                            
                                                Social media marketing - We have marketing techniques that are specific to each social network with sponsor paid ads, such as Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Yelp, Reddit, WeChat Subscription account, and Linkedin.
                                            

                                            
                                                Social media management - We’ll help publishing to your social media accounts with posting strategies, by creating engaging images with catchy phrases to grab your audiences’ attention. We will also ensure that we publish contents consistently to expand social footprints and establish social proof.
                                            

                                            How Spiral Notion can help with your social media marketing?

                                            
                                                We will first suggest the social media platform that will benefit your company, then we will build marketing strategies specific to that platform. Lastly, we will set up paid social media ads through the platform.
                                            

                                            How does Spiral Notion measure social media’s KPI?

                                            
                                                Each social media platform is different. On one, the blog content’s view is the key. On another, video dominates. And on another, pictures win the day. We will tailor each platform with individual KPI that align with your company’s goal.
                                            

                                            Can Spiral Notion give out some tips on social media management?

                                            
                                                A successful social media marketing is exactly what you need for your business to grow. Below are some tips for creating a success social media account:
                                                
	
                                                    Use S.M.A.R.T Goals
                                                    	Specific
	Measurable
	Achievable
	Relevant
	Timely


                                                  
	Identify your audience
	Only use the best platforms for your business, less is more
	Employ a qualified knowledgeable manager
	Publish consistently
	Measure results
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                                            Does our business need a website?

                                            
                                                Website is your most important digital marketing asset, without a website your business will be far left behind. 
                                            

                                            Spiral Notion's website design service will deliver

                                            
                                                When we are designing a website, we consider both the look and the functionality (UI/UX) of the site. Since 68% of all US online traffic comes from smartphones and tablets, we will prioritize your site on a mobile-friendly layout. Not only the site will be mobile-friendly, it will also have advanced analytics tracking implementation, compatibility across browsers, integration with social media pages, optimized for SEO, and more.
                                            

                                            What platforms does Spiral Notion build the website on?

                                            
                                                We can build your site based on your company’s needs, it can be on Wordpress, Shopify, BigCommerce or customized HTML/CSS...etc. Don’t worry if you are not a coding developer, we will make sure the back-end website interface is easy to navigate. 
                                            

                                            Does Spiral Notion offer content-writing for my site?

                                            
                                                Yes, we have professional in-house content copy-writers ready to work with you by writing a SEO ready content for you. We also have designers and photographers that will design eye-catching digital banners for your site.
                                            

                                            What kind of implement tracking codes will be on the website?

                                            
                                                We will implement Facebook pixel, Google analytics, tag manager, and global tag. And if needed, we can also help set up G-Suite business services.
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                                            Need other help with your business besides design and marketing?

                                            
                                                We’ve partnered up with CPAs, Immigration lawyers, Virtual businesses and Exhibition supply company to help you extend your business.
                                                Contact us for more information, we are more than happy to help.
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                                            What does Spiral Notion's graphic design services offer?

                                            
                                                We can help design: Corporate branding, Logo, Banners, Flyers, Print media, Illustration, Website banners, Business cards, Corporate brochure, Email newsletter, T-shirt, Product packaging...etc.
                                            

                                            What does Spiral Notion's video/photography services offer?

                                            
                                                Our videographer and photographer offer Event filming, Product photography for ecommerce companies, Animation rendering, and short clips for social media.
                                            

                                            Does Spiral Notion have experiences with exhibition design?

                                            
                                                Yes, we’ve helped many vendors design their trade shows, exhibitions, and night market booths. If you have any inquiries, please contact us.
                                            

                                            Take a look at our design portoflio!

                                            
                                                Please visit the Design Page for our design portfolio.
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                                    We are SPIRAL NOTION

                                    Your   

                                    Spiral Notion Interactive is a full-service digital marketing agency based in Los Angeles.

					旋念傳媒是一家位於洛杉磯的網路行銷公司, 
專精於搜索引擎優化、 點擊付費廣告、 
社交媒體行銷、 以及網站設計。
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                                    Who We Are

                                    Spiral Notion Interactive is a full-service digital marketing agency that focuses on Social media marketing, SEO, PPC, and Website design.
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                                    Download full list of our services

                                

                                
                                    Our clients include small to large publishers, agencies, and ecommerce companies around the world. We are incredibly proud of the diversity of clients and solutions we have been able to provide.
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                                    Hire Us
                                

                                
                                    旋念傳媒有多元化的服務項目, 不論您是電商或服務業, 我們都能為您提供最合適的行銷方案。
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                                    Our Services

                                    We offer marketing services for each stage of your business.
From website design to digital marketing, we've got it all.
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                                            Pay Per Click (PPC)

                                            We think you’re spending too much for that one click. Let us help you lower that cost.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            SEO

                                            Did you know... 75% of all users have never clicked past the first page of search results.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            Social Media Marketing

                                            Let’s keep your account lively and build some digital footprints for your company!

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            Website Design

                                            Let’s work together on creating a game-changing experience that will draw lots and lots of attention.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            Creative Design

                                            Design is so simple. That’s why it’s complicated. Let us do the hard work.

                                        

                                    

                                

                                
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            Other Services

                                            We’ve partnered up with other leading experts in the field for your convenience.

                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                        

                    

                

            

        
        

        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    Design Portfolio

                                    Every great design begins with an even better story.
Now, tell us your story and we will make it sell.
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                                    Case Study

                                    The bigger the challenge, the bigger the opportunity for growth.
Take a look at how we can help your business grow.
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                                             Increase ROAS on your eCommerce platforms

                                        With our ad creation and placement, we managed to exceed the client’s initial sales goal by 300%. And the client's ROAS has tripled in 2 months.

                                        
                                            Read More...
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                                             Double your website traffic from social media

                                        Be serious about utilizing social media to drive more traffic to your site. Sharing your content multiple times can double your website traffic.

                                        
                                            Read More...
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                                             Is WeChat the right tool for your business?

                                        WeChat has become an all-in-one marketing platform for businesses. We will align WeChat marketing strategy with your business goals.

                                        
                                            Read More...
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                                             Boost your eCommerce conversion rate

                                        Every visitor who leaves your website without buying anything is a missed opportunity. Give people a reason to shop on your site.

                                        
                                            Read More...
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                                             Spiral Notion's SEO strategy and tactics

                                        SEO marketing can seem complex due to the different factors that can impact your ranking. But with our help, we will make it as simple as is.

                                        
                                            Read More...
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                                             Important SEO ranking factors for businesses

                                        You shouldn’t settle for low SERP rankings when you could be at the top. We will provide a SEO checklist just for your site.

                                        
                                            Read More...
                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        
        

        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    Get in Touch

                                    Let's build your company’s digital footprint and get new leads. Contact us to receive a free Website SEO & Social Media Report.

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        Call Us

                                        (323) 975-3824
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                                        Email Us

                                        hello@spiralnotion.com
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